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ABSTRACT
Background
It has long been recognized by those involved in the nuclear business that because of its close
relationship with "the bomb," the technology will always be on the verge of controversy.
Increasing energy demand will at the same time continue to propel nuclear to the center stage.
However, no matter how strong the need for a safe, reliable, green and efficient source of
energy—that can possibly be filled by nuclear—due to its large capital cost, potential user
countries will not move down the nuclear path seriously without a consistent and long term
global nuclear policy. NPT and its recent extension have provided such a framework for the last
four decades. Recent political developments have however cast a cloud of uncertainty that will
likely hinder countries interested in pursuing peaceful uses of nuclear power. It is imperative that
the cloud of uncertainty be lifted expediently and a unified policy be developed that can provide
the framework for future development of peaceful uses of nuclear power. Ad-hoc, country
specific policies—dictated by proliferation concerns—are more likely to hurt non-proliferation
than help. In this paper we will identify current status of nuclear development and its potential in
various countries—developed and developing. Different scenarios for a unified global policy will
be given and their chances of success will be discussed. It should be recognized that despite the
global nature of the treaty and large number of signatories, NPT is essentially a tool in the hands
of about twenty or so countries: the haves (five); non-signatories and 10-12 other signatory
countries that linger on the boundary with potential aspiration for either nuclear power or even
nuclear bomb. Number of countries that have nuclear power plants is now around 30. A second,
slightly larger, set of countries that are directly affected by treaties like NPT are the ones in the
nuclear supplier group. The list of countries in the third category—the potential aspirants—is
likely to remain evolving depending on regional and global affairs. Opposition or support for
nuclear technology is also likely to be a function of regional and global politics. In response to
such pressures, IAEA is organizing a workshop of 140 countries to discuss proposals to
guarantee countries' supply of nuclear fuel (September 19-21-, 2006; Vienna).

Premise and Question
A single nuclear power plant in a country may be good for the prestige of the country, but such
units are unlikely to make a major impact on the energy scene. Hence, in order for nuclear power
to play a significant role, countries that decide to "go nuclear," would most likely want to
diversify a significant fraction of their electricity generating capacity (and possibly heating and,
in the future, hydrogen production) to nuclear, possibly requiring at least few and possibly many
nuclear power plants. In order to proceed with the nuclear option, these countries would expect a
certain level of long term assurance on the fuel supply. What is the kind of options that would
satisfy the needs of these countries and at the same time addressing the non-proliferation
concerns?
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Options
The options available to countries for their nuclear program can be categorized as follows. A.
Fully indigenous program with complete development of power plants and fuel cycle. B. Fully or
partly indigenous program for power plant development; while depending on international
consortium for fuel supply and waste treatment. C. Rely on international consortia to build and
operate all aspects of nuclear power plants (with local manpower).

Others
A total of around fifty to seventy five countries are likely to be interested in nuclear power in the
next fifty years. These can be divided in to the three groups (A-C) given above. It is likely that,
with time, there will be some expectation to move to higher levels (C to B and B to A). Countries
already in group A and those willing to start in group C do not pose an issue. It is those that want
to start in group A or those willing to start in group B—if appropriate assurances and guarantees
are provided that are addressed in this paper. Note that under the current NPT, signatories have
an "inalienable right ... to develop research, production, and use of nuclear energy for peaceful
purposes without discrimination and in conformity with Articles I and II." Moreover, paragraph 2
of Article IV further underscores that each NPT state-party "undertake[s] to facilitate, and have
the right to participate in, the fullest possible exchange of equipment, materials and scientific and
technological information for the peaceful uses of nuclear energy." Fuel cycle is clearly a part of
the peaceful uses, and hence, it is the responsibility of those concerned about proliferation to
provide adequate framework and guarantees to convince countries to join group B rather than A.

Those concerned with the proliferation issue identify two major weaknesses in the NPT:

1. Ability of some signatory countries to proceed with nuclear activities hidden from IAEA
oversight.

2. Concern that a country that acquires nuclear technology as a signatory can easily withdraw
from the treaty and then use acquired know how for bomb making purposes.

Giving due weight to both sides of the debate—proliferation concern as well as concern that too
restrictive framework may limit legitimate use of peaceful use of nuclear power—full paper will
examine options for global and regional frameworks to maximize safety and fruits of beneficial
uses of nuclear power.
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